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You Belong...

The Official Launch of the Rajah & Tann Alumni Programme
A big thank you to all those who came, and made the event the success it was. This Alumni
Newsletter is part of our effort to keep you in touch with the on-goings at R&T, and with
that we’d like to include some quotes from those of you who made it to the launch of the
Alumni Programme.
Excerpt from Managing Partner’s Speech
“Thank you everyone for coming. It is great to see those who have come through the doors [of the Firm]
turning up here this evening.
One of the main purposes really, of the Alumni Programme, is to reconnect, re-establish ties, to meet
people whom you have worked with. Obviously you want to meet them otherwise you wouldn’t be here.
It is a social event.
And I think for tonight, let’s forget about work, let’s forget about which organisation we are from. It’s all
about the people, go and look for the faces you want to see. It’s all fun and games tonight. Thank you very
much.”
– Mr Lee Eng Beng SC, 10 February 2012
“[I]t was a very pleasurable night, it was nice to see and be with my old guards, my previous partners and my
friends and my contemporaries. After having left a decade ago and coming back to be with the memories is
great.”
– Nagaraja S Maniam , Alumnus
“It is good catching up with the whole bunch of old timers.”

– Serene Lau , Alumnus

“It is exciting, it was like coming back to seeing your school friends.”

– Priya Selvam, Alumnus

“To know that there is such a sense of community within R&T, I really feel it now as a practice trainee.
Knowing that even after people have left the firm, that they still will come back to see their friends and feel an
attachment to it, I think it is really quite heartening to see this happening”
- Jason Chiang, R&T Practice Trainee
"It was great to see so many iTec lawyers spanning the last 12 years including our first associate who joined
us in 1999. Grateful for their presence and a nice reminder of how our practice started and how much we
have achieved together since then.”
- Rajesh Sreenivasan, R&T Partner
More photos of the event can be viewed here!
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Rajah & Tann opens full-service
law firm in Bangkok

In The
News

Rajah & Tann (Thailand) Limited
(“R&T Thailand”) was officially
launched on 24th February 2012.
The activities for the day started at the
Four Seasons Hotel Bangkok with a
seminar where lawyers from our
Singapore office, Patrick Ang, Sim
Kwan Kiat and Rebecca Chew as well
as lawyers from R&T Thailand, Teoh
Sui Lin and Krida Phoonwathu spoke
on the topic "Enforcement of Lenders'
Rights in Thailand & Cross-Border
Restructuring".

Rajah & Tann's
International
Arbitration Practice
Among Top 30 in The
World For Four
Straight Years

Following the seminar, the official
launch celebration was held at the
ballroom of the Four Seasons Hotel
Bangkok. The evening's festivities was
graced by our Guest of Honour, His
Excellency Peter Chan, Singapore’s
Ambassador to Thailand and more
than 250 guests, who enjoyed an
evening cocktail reception and buffet
dinner.

To read more, click here

Rajah & Tann was
recently featured in
Yahoo!Sg for having a
great working
atmosphere… and
we’re sure you miss
hanging out at the
Courtyard.

More photos on the event can be
viewed here!

To read more, click here

Lunar New Year Celebrations - Ushering the
Year of the Dragon

We asked some
partners what their
favourite thing about
working at R&T is.

On 20th January 2012, the Sky Garden on the 21st
floor was totally transformed for the New Year
Celebrations. Boisterous laughter mixed with the
familiar beat of drums from the lion and dragon
dance performances emanated throughout. The
lucky draw that followed contributed to the cheer
and exuberance of the occasion, which underwent
an obvious escalation during the highlyanticipated drawing for the top prize, the Apple
iMac!

"It feels like family – only
bigger!”
Andrew Ong
“R&T is a place where
friendships are forged,
jokes shared over breakfasts
at the Courtyard and
banter exchanged over
drinks during our Thirsty
Fridays. Work just seems a
little easier when you are
also having fun! "
Chester Toh

Questions or feedback? Anything you’d like to see in the next
Alumni Newsletter? Email us at alumni@rajahtann.com
Stay in touch with us! Please update your particulars here Alumni Registration | Rajah & Tann LLP
Follow us on http://twitter.com/#!/Rajah_Tann_LLP

